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Intelligent Coordination of Traditional Power Plants
and Inverters Air Conditioners Controlled With

Feedback-Corrected MPC in LFC
Arman Oshnoei , Member, IEEE, Morteza Kheradmandi , Member, IEEE,

Rahmat Khezri , Senior Member, IEEE, Soroush Oshnoei , Associate Member, IEEE,
Amin Mahmoudi , Senior Member, IEEE, Maher A. Azzouz , Senior Member, IEEE,

and Ahmed S. A. Awad , Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract— Demand response programs have been receiving
more serious attention as alternatives for participating in
load frequency control. Inverter air conditioners (IAC) are
acknowledged as suitable devices for demand response due to
their increasing contribution to network consumption. Despite
their potential, their use presents challenges, including delayed
responses, variable interference, and the absence of coordination
with traditional generation units, which may affect control
performance. Also, existing control strategies fail to consider
operational and physical constraints, resulting in possible model
mismatches. In this paper, a model predictive control with feed-
back correction (MPCFC) is proposed to dispatch control signals
to the IACs so they can effectively participate in the frequency
control of an interconnected power system. The feedback correc-
tion method is presented to enhance prediction accuracy in the
MPC and weaken the influence of model parameter mismatches
and external disturbances. Furthermore, to minimize the impacts
of communication delays on frequency overshoot/undershoot, this
study introduces an intelligent supervisory coordinator based on
an artificial neural network to coordinate the reaction of tradi-
tional generation units and IACs to correct significant frequency
variations brought on by the time delays. The effectiveness of the
developed control scheme is verified through numerical studies by
comparing it with the IAC with PI and MPC controllers (without
coordinator) and the system without IACs. Case studies are
investigated on a two-area power system in MATLAB/Simulink
environment, and the OPAL-RT real-time simulator is used to
validate the results.
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NOMENCLATURE

Acronyms
AC Air conditioner.
ACE Area control error.
AGC Automatic generation control.
AMD Absolute maximum deviation.
ANN Artificial neural network.
CGU Conventional generation unit.
DR Demand response.
ESS Energy storage system.
GRC Generation rate constraint.
IAC Inverter air conditioner.
ITSE Integral of time multiplied by the squared error.
LFC Load frequency control.
PFC Primary frequency control.
SFC Secondary frequency control.
MPC Model predictive control.
MPCFC Model predictive control with feedback

correction.
PI Proportional integral.
PMU Phasor measurement unit.
RMS Root mean square.
ROCOF Rate of change of frequency.
SCA Sine cosine algorithm.
WAMS Wide area monitoring system.

Parameters
a, b Proportional and integral gains of PI.
cp, cq IAC’s constant coefficients.
f max
I AC , f min

I AC IAC’s operating frequency limit allowed
values.

i, j Indices for control areas.
m Number of control areas.
Cr Room thermal mass.
D Load damping constant.
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Etc Equivalent thermal conductance between the
outdoor and room environments.

M Equivalent inertia constant.
PI AC IAC’s operating power.
Q I AC IAC’s refrigerating capacity.
Qr Room heat gain.
T f , Tp Integrating time length for frequency devia-

tion and tie-line power.
Ti j Synchronizing torque coefficient between

areas i and j .
Vr Room volume.
α,ψ MPC’s input/output weighting coefficients.
β Frequency bias coefficient.
δCGU , δI AC Distribution coefficients of ACE signal to the

CGU and IAC aggregator.
ρd Air density.
θo Outdoor temperature.
θr Room temperature.
θst IAC’s Set temperature.

Variables
f I AC IAC’s operating frequency.
Ki,s, K p,s Supplementary integral and proportional

gains by ANN.
Si , Sp Scaling coefficients for proportional and

integral gains in ANN.
1 f Frequency deviation.
1Pgas,1Phyd ,

1Pth,1PI AC ,

1Ptie Power deviation in gas, hydro and thermal
units and in IAC and tie-line power.

1PL Load power variation.
VI AC MPC control signal to IACs.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background and Motivation

THE mismatch between generation and consumption needs
to be corrected immediately in cases where load values

change suddenly to avoid severe frequency violations. With
their governor and AGC loops, CGUs are used traditionally
as the prime candidates for the LFC [1], [2]. The CGUs,
however, raise various issues due to the slow dynamics of the
mechanical parts, air pollution problems, and high operation
and reserve costs [3], [4].

The DR programs have recently drawn attentions thanks to
the substantial progresses in communication and information
technologies, which have enabled the consumption side to
contribute to the LFC problems [5], [6]. The appliances can
participate in the LFC within a DR program by switching
between the on/off status or by varying the consumption in
response to frequency variations. Air conditioners, heat pump
water heaters, refrigerators, and plug-in electric vehicles are
suitable DR options for participating in the LFC. ACs have
generated a lot of interest because they are easily controlled
and have no impact on consumer comfort [7]. The ACs fall into
two categories of fixed speed and inverter-based ACs. While

the consumption of fixed-speed ACs can only be controlled
by switching between on/off modes of the compressor, the
power consumption in IACs can be continuously controlled
through modifying the compressor’s working frequency [8].
In power systems, aggregated form of IACs, if they receive
appropriate LFC signals, can contribute to frequency regula-
tion [9]. Compared to individual IACs, the aggregation enables
the attainment of virtually higher powers. Furthermore, the
system operator can consider the IAC aggregator as a single
entity, facilitating the control process.

Signal transmission from the control center to aggregators
and then to the individual IACs requires a large commu-
nication system infrastructure. WAMS has facilitated signal
transmission from remote sites so that power systems have
achieved efficient wide-area control. Using WAMS, however,
poses a time delay challenge in the measurement and dispatch
of control signals via communication channels [10]. The
frequency control of power systems involving DR programs is
impacted by lengthy time delays [11]. As a result, it appears
crucial to establish IAC and CGU cooperation, which is unique
to this paper. Furthermore, power generation and consump-
tion characteristics smart grids require a frequency controller
that combines robust performance with rapid responsiveness.
Therefore, a frequency controller for IACs is needed to mini-
mize the effects of diverse power imbalances.

B. Literature Review

Regarding IAC participation in the frequency regulation
markets, some research have been done. In [12], IACs are
supported by a comparable model that modifies their set points
in order to keep system frequency. In [13] and [14], IACs are
utilized to offer PFC services, while [15] proposes a coordi-
nated control approach for IAC units to participate in SFC,
improving regulatory service by increasing frequency reserve.
In [8], IACs can be controlled as generators to allow frequency
control and are comparable to a traditional unit. In [16], the
authors propose the allocation strategy of regulating capacity
to plan aggregated IACs in various time scales. In summary,
current research mostly focuses on the dispatch and modeling
techniques for IACs, while the design of reliable controllers to
generate effective control signals for an efficient contribution
of IACs to the SFC has received scant attention. Studies on
control strategies for IACs in secondary frequency control are
limited to [16] and [17]. In [16], a proportional control method
is proposed for IACs in LFC. In [17], a PI-based approach
is employed to deal with the control actions for the IACs to
respond to the regulation signals. The operational and physical
constraints have received little attention in these studies.

MPC is recognized as a modern control method for power
system control problems. The MPC is designed based on an
equivalent state-space model of the system. An optimization
procedure is conducted at each time interval while satisfy-
ing a set of system constraints. The MPC is successfully
applied in the LFC problems as an effective alternative to
classic controllers [18], [19], [20]. In [21], the IACs are
controlled using an MPC in the LFC problem. Although this
study prioritizes the development of prediction models, cost
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functions, and computational efficiency to achieve satisfactory
performance, it overlooked the impact of model mismatches.
In other words, if the model is inaccurate, it may lead to
poor control performance. Hence, a model error compensation
method is required in the MPC structure to compensate for
prediction error, which is addressed in this paper.

C. Research Gap

In summary, a gap has been identified from past studies as
below:

1) Potential technical challenges might arise due to delayed
responses or variable interference of the IACs. It is vital
to establish a coordination mechanism between the IAC
and CGU units to tackle these emerging issues.

2) Although some control strategies for IACs in secondary
frequency control have been proposed, these methods
often overlook the crucial aspects of operational and
physical constraints. This omission can lead to potential
model mismatches and affect control performance.

3) There is a research gap in addressing the need for
model error compensation within the MPC structure.
Such compensation is essential to account for predic-
tion errors and ensure the robustness of the control
system, especially when dealing with the complexities
and uncertainties inherent in the system.

D. Contributions

To bridge the mentioned gaps, this paper presents an
MPCFC for controlling the IACs via aggregators for efficient
contribution in the SFC of a multi-area power system with
wind energy and CGUs. The feedback correction strategy
is constructed to improve prediction accuracy and create
disturbance rejection ability in the MPC structure. The scaling
factors of the MPCFC are optimized using a sine cosine
algorithm. To overcome the time delay effects in the con-
sidered system with IACs, an artificial neural network-based
coordinator between the secondary frequency control of CGUs
and IACs to cover the time delays of demand response is devel-
oped. The proposed coordinator delivers ancillary parameters
for the PI controller integrated into the CGUs’ control loop
based on data from the ACE and IACs regarding the measured
power. The main contributions of this paper can be itemized
as follows:

1) Proposing an MPCFC to dispatch control signals to the
IACs efficiently. This approach enhances the prediction
accuracy in the MPC, which minimizes the effects of
model parameter mismatches and external disturbances.

2) Introducing an intelligent supervisory coordinator
designed based on ANN. This coordinator synchronizes
the reactions of traditional generation units and IACs to
mitigate frequency deviations caused by communication
delays, hence optimizing the frequency control perfor-
mance of the interconnected power system.

3) Conducting a comprehensive effectiveness analysis of
the proposed controller, comparing it with the IAC
aggregators equipped with MPC, LQR, Fuzzy-PI, and
the system without IACs.

4) Executing case studies on a two-area power system in
the MATLAB/Simulink environment and utilizing the
OPAL-RT real-time simulator for result validation.

E. Paper Organization

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II explains the equivalent model of IACs to participate
in the LFC. The model predictive control design is developed
in Section III. The coordination of IAC aggregators and CGUs
based on artificial neural network is presented in Section IV.
Section V explains the case study, including the power system
under the study and the simulation results. Finally, Section VI
concludes the paper.

II. PROPOSED FREQUENCY CONTROL SCHEME

A. System Structure

Transmission lines, known as tie-lines, connect multiple
areas in large-scale power systems. A schematic view of an
area consisting of CGUs, aggregated IACs, and renewable
energy resources is displayed in Fig. 1.

The IAC control, as the figure illustrates, comprises central
and local control centers, a communication network, and
aggregated IACs. The information exchange between the cen-
tral control center and local control center and between local
control center and IACs are bidirectional. These connections
are feasible under the smart grid concept, which utilizes
communication and information technology. The local centers
may deal with IACs of different sizes and characteristics.
These centers announce the measured and the available power
of IACs to the main control center. The PMUs in the areas
where an LFC scheme is to be implemented measure the
tie-line power and frequency signals. These signals are also
sent to the main control center through communication links.
The main control center then calculates and sends portions
of an ACE signal to the local control centers based on the
announced available IACs.

B. Proposed LFC Scheme

The frequency deviation in area i can be written in the time
domain as

d1 fi

dt
= −

D
M
1 fi +

1
M

(
1Pthi +1Pgasi +1Phydi

−1Ptiei −1PI ACi −1PL i

)
(1)

where the variation in the total power leaving area i can be
written as follows:

1Ptiei = 2π

 m∑
j=1
j ̸=i

Ti j

1 fi − 2π
m∑

j=1
j ̸=i

(
Ti j1 f j

)
. (2)

As (1) implies, the CGUs include thermal, hydro, and gas
units. An equivalent model that is derived from the thermal and
electrical models is required to evaluate the deviation in the
power of IAC aggregators in terms of the frequency deviation.
The thermal model is formulated as follows [16]:

Cr Vrρd
d1θr (t)

dt
= 1Qr (t)−1Q I AC (t) (3)
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Fig. 1. The framework of the SFC service in the presence of IAC aggregators.

where the variation in room heat gain can be expressed
proportional to the variation in the indoor temperature as
follows:

1Qr (t) = Etc1θr (t). (4)

where Etc is equivalent thermal conductance between the room
air and outdoor. The variation in the IAC operating power and
in the IAC refrigerating capacity is described in terms of the
IAC frequency deviation as below:

PI AC (t) = p(t) f I AC (t)+ cp2 (5)
Q I AC (t) = q(t) f I AC (t)+ cq2 (6)

where

p(t) =
cp1

Tc
e

−1
Tc

t
; q(t) =

cq1

Tc
e

−1
Tc

t (7)

where cp1, cp2, cq1, and cq2 are IAC constant coefficients; and
Tc is the time constant of the compressor.

The IAC working frequency is controlled by controlling
compressor speed and should remain within a defined range
between f max

I AC and f min
I AC . During regular operation, without

engaging in frequency regulation, a classic PI controller is used
to control the IAC operating frequency by using the difference
between θr and θst as follows:

1 f I AC (t) = Ka1θdev(t)+ Kb

∫
1θdev(t)dt (8)

where

1θdev(t) = 1θr (t)−1θst (t). (9)

In participating in frequency control, however, the IAC
operating power should be associated to vary according to
system frequency deviation. For this aim, the local control
centers are provided with regulation signals VI AC so as to
regulate the output power of the aggregated IACs. are created
by observing the frequency deviations in control areas. The
IAC frequency deviation in (8) is rewritten as follows:

1 f I AC (t)=VI AC (t)+Ka1θdev(t)+Kb

∫
1θdev(t)dt. (10)

This equation accommodates the IAC thermal and electrical
models. Given the fact that in the load frequency control, the
IAC set doesn’t change over such a brief time. The following

is how the IAC’s operational power changes in response to the
power system’s regulatory signal:

1PI AC (t) = cp

(
VI AC (t)+ Ka1θr (t)+Kb

∫
1θr (t)dt

)
.

(11)

It is clear from (11) that the regulation signal VI AC can
be used to change the IAC operational power for efficient
frequency control. From equation (1) to (11), the IAC’s
operational power variation can be shown in the frequency
domain as below:

1PI AC (s) =
cp1(TAs + 1)

(TAs + 1)(Tcs + 1)+ ηL(s)
VI AC (s) (12)

where

TA =
Cr Vrρd

Etc
; η =

cq1

Etc
(13)

L(s) is the IAC’s internal temperature controller adjusts the
operating frequency to maintain the indoor temperature at its
setpoint and can be designed using a PI controller as shown
by:

L(s) = Ka +
Kb

s
(14)

where Ka and Kb represents the gains of PI controller.

III. MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL WITH
FEEDBACK CORRECTION

A. Overall Description

MPC is an optimal closed-loop control methodology based
on system model within a finite time horizon [22]. The
proposed MPC of this paper consists of three parts: rolling
optimization, prediction model, and feedback correction [23].
The MPC is a viable option for controlling complex systems
as it incorporates an optimization technique and can deal
with restrictions via a finite time horizon. In a sampling
period of Ts , the controller computes future control signals
by optimizing an objective function that comprises the model
and present and previous signals of the system [24].

In this paper, the MPC is designed to give the control signals
to aggregated IACs to participate in frequency regulation. The
objective function is optimized while taking into account some
restrictions. These restrictions include device restrictions such
as the output power of IACs and system restrictions such as
the ACE change signal.

B. Prediction Model and Feedback Correction

The weighted frequency deviation and the change in tie-line
power, as indicated in (15), are summed to determine the ACE
[25]:

AC Ei = 1Ptiei + βi1 fi . (15)

The IAC aggregator and CGU are supplied with fractions
of the ACE as below:

AC E I ACi = δI AC AC Ei (16)
AC ECGUi = δCGU AC Ei . (17)
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Fig. 2. Operation process of (a) MPC, (b) MPCFC.

The distribution coefficients δI AC and δCGU add up to unity.
The IACs participate in frequency regulation service based
on the provided AC E I AC . Each IAC only responds to the
signal if its value is outside a specified range. In essence,
no IAC will participate in LFC if AC E I AC falls within this
range. The IACs are designed to adjust power consumption
based on AC E I AC values, but only if the room temperature for
each IAC remains within the maximum allowable deviation.
The variation in frequency and tie-line power given in (1)
and (2) can be discretized by utilizing the first-order Euler
technique as in (18) and (19), shown at the bottom of the next
page, respectively. Then, the predicted value of AC E I ACi ,p is
computed by the prediction model as

AC E I ACi ,p(k+1|k)=1Ptiei (k+1|k)+βi1 fi (k+1|k). (20)

The operation process of the conventional MPC scheme
with disturbances (stochastic wind energy and load) is depicted
in Fig. 2(a). This figure is a conceptual guide to the opera-
tional sequence and interactions within the MPC controller.
At instant k, due to the presence of disturbances, the predicted
value AC E I AC , p(k) is not identical to the measured value
AC E I AC (k), thus the optimal control command VI AC (k)
works on the system in the state of AC E I AC (k) and optimiza-
tion computation of VI AC (k + 1) performs as well. The black
dashed line is then emanated from state AC E I AC , p(k + 1).
At instant k + 1, measured value AC E I AC (k + 1) is acces-
sible, the predicted value AC E I AC , p(k + 2) is calculated.
The Black dashed line will be translated parallel from point
AC E I AC , p(k+1) to AC E I AC (k+1), then the red dashed line
arises in Fig. 2(a). As shown in Fig. 2(a), the predicted value
AC E I AC , p(k + 1) is not at the expected point and is distant
from the reference point. This implies that the specified control
command may not be optimal when it operates with model
mismatches. A feedback correction is introduced in the control
loop to enhance the accuracy of the prediction. This method

adjusts the prediction model output at the current instant by
prediction error at the last instant, and eventually, the output
of the prediction model is corrected. For this goal, the ACE
signal is modified by subtracting a fraction of the signal growth
obtained in the precedent step as follows:

AC E I ACi ,m(k + 1|k) = AC E I ACi ,p(k + 1|k)+ pi (k) (21)

where pi (k) is calculated as:

pi (k) = γi
(

AC E I ACi ,p(k)− AC E I ACi ,p(k + 1|k)
)
. (22)

The prediction accuracy is closely associated with the
correction coefficient. A too small or too large correction coef-
ficient can affect the predicted error AC E I ACi . The principle
of the MPCFC strategy is illustrated in Fig. 2(b). As can be
seen, in comparison to Fig. 2(a), the modified prediction value
AC E I ACi ,m(k + 1) is more in line with the measured value,
which means that optimal control performance is retained
based on the control command computed by AC E I ACi ,m(k+1).

C. Rolling Optimization
The MPC is supplied with the modified error value

AC E I AC,mi . In order to bring the system output as closely
as feasible to a reference output AC E∗I ACi with the least
amount of control effort, the MPC then sends the system model
a control signal, VI AC i . It is assumed that the reference value
is zero. The control signal is generated in order to attain the
following objective function’s optimal value:

min QM PC
(

AC E I AC,mi (k + 1|k)− AC E∗

I ACi

)2
+ RM PC V 2

I ACi
. (23)

The optimization problem is constrained by the following
limits:

AC Emin
I ACi

≤ AC E I ACi (k) ≤ AC Emax
I ACi

(24)

V min
I ACi

≤ VI ACi (k) ≤ V max
I ACi

. (25)

The optimization process is repeated at sample k + 1 by
using the key data at sample k. The overall MPC con-
trol scheme for the IAC aggregator is shown in Fig. 3.
The weighting coefficients QM PC and RM PC in the above
equation are tuned through optimizing the following objective
function:

min
∑
i∈ψ

∫ T f

0
t1 f 2

i (t)dt +

∑
i, j∈ψ
i ̸= j

∫ Tp

0
t1P2

tiei j
(t)dt. (26)

As (26) implies, the objective function is a summation of
the integral of time multiplied by the squared error over
the areas. An SCA is employed to solve the optimization
problem [26]. The optimization is constrained by the following
limits:

Qmin
M PC ≤ QM PC ≤ Qmax

M PC (27)

Rmin
M PC ≤ RM PC ≤ Rmax

M PC (28)
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the proposed MPCFC for the IAC aggregators.

IV. SUPERVISORY COORDINATOR DESIGN BY ARTIFICIAL
NEURAL NETWORK

Making use of the demand response programs for
load-frequency control implicates unavoidable time delays
in propagation links. When there is a disturbance, like a
change in the load, the CGUs start to restore the power
balance by raising or lowering the generation. If the IACs
as supplementary controls receive the command and respond
with a lengthy delay, the power surplus or deficit caused by
power injection/withdrawal of IACs may lead to significant
frequency overshoots/undershoots, and may lead to system
instability. It is assumed that AC E I ACi is sampled and sent
at instances ta

r , r = 1, 2, . . . , k to build the ACE sequence
ÂC E I ACi (t

a
r ). The IAC controller receives the signal samples

with time delays τr at instances tb
r , r = 1, 2, . . . , k.

It is assumed that the signal is conveyed with a time delay,
and whose magnitude remains unchanged. Mathematically
stated,

AC E I ACi (t
b
r = ta

r + τr ) = ÂC E I ACi (t
a
r ). (29)

The IAC aggregator responds to signal value AC E I ACi

supplied at t = tb
r , which is equal to that at an earlier time

t = ta
r , whereas the actual ÂC E(t = tb) may differ. The

communication delay process is linearized using the Padé
approximation [27]. The Padé function is written as follows:

AC E ′

I ACi
(s) = eτr s AC E I ACi (s)≈ Jpq(s)AC E I ACi (s) (30)

where

Jpq(s) =

∑p
k=0

(p+q−k)!p!

(p+q)!k!(p−k)! (−τr s)k∑q
k=0

(p+q−k)!q!

(p+q)!k!(q−k)! (−τr s)k
(31)

where p and q stand for the Padé approximation function’s
numerator and denominator. The numerator and denominator
polynomials in this research are third-order approximates.

An ANN supervisory coordinator is presented to deal
with the time delay and the ensuing frequency over-
shoots/undershoots caused by the in-coordination between the
delayed demand response and generation units. Thus, not only
the ANN serves to deal with the control task but also to
coordinate the CGUs and the IACs. The ANN coordinator
is in charge of minimizing the frequency and tie-line power
deviations in case of rapid power changes in the power system.
Intelligent controllers can be used as supervisory coordinators
to enhance the performance of classic controllers in complex
nonlinear power system models with uncertainties [28]. Neural
network is among the most popular intelligent supervisory
coordinators and is successfully applied for online adjusting
of PI controller coefficients. An ANN supervisory coordinator
is used in this paper for online and fine-tuning of the PI
controllers in the control loop of generators. This intelligent
coordination methodology provides a smooth performance in
transients. In developing the ANN coordinator, the deviation of
the output power of the aggregated IACs as well as the ACE
signal are used as inputs to cover the effects of time delay
and uncertainties. Fig. 4 shows how the ANN supervisory
coordinator is used in the proposed LFC scheme.

The designed ANN comprises an input and an output layer
together with two hidden layers. As the key element of ANN,
each neuron has three parameters: neuron weights ωu , a bias
value ϕ, and an activation function g(net). If the input data is
labeled by χu , then, the output of the layer is then calculated
by:

ym = g

( n∑
u=1

wuχu + ϕ

)
j = 1, 2, . . . , L (32)

While different functions (e.g., sign, logsigmoid, and tan-
sigmoid) can be used for the activation function, a sign model
is used herein [28]. The considered ANN is trained by the
response for a set of different load disturbance scenarios and
based on the power system model described in Fig. 4. The
learning process aims to minimize the mean squared error,
defined as:

E =
1
2

N∑
r=1

(
AC E − AC Ere f

)2 (33)

where N is the total number of samples; and AC Ere f denotes
the reference ACE signal, which is set to zero. The input layer
of the ANN contains ten linear neurons. The hidden layers
contain twenty nonlinear neurons. The nonlinear functions in
the hidden layers can provide a smooth update of the neural
network weights throughout the procedure. The output layer of
ANN contains two linear neurons corresponding to the control

1 fi (k + 1|k) =

(
1 −

DTs

M

)
1 fi (k)+

Ts

M

(
1Pthi (k)+1Pgasi (k)+1Phydi (k)−1Ptiei (k)−1PI ACi (k)−1PL i (k)

)
. (18)

1Ptiei (k + 1|k) = 2πTs

 m∑
j=1
j ̸=i

Ti j

1 fi (k)− 2π
m∑

j=1
j ̸=i

(
Ti j1 f j (k)

)
+1Ptiei (k). (19)
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Fig. 4. System frequency response model incorporating an IAC and ANN
supervisory coordinator.

variables, namely the proportional and integral gains of the PI
controller. The back-propagation supervised learning approach
is used for the feedback process [29].

In this study, it is assumed that the parameters of the
PI controllers (i.e., proportional and integral gains) cannot
change arbitrary due to physical constraints of the system.
For this aim, it is considered that the supplementary integral
and proportional gains by ANN cannot exceed ± 0.4. Two
scaling coefficients are also applied in the outputs of the ANN
coordinator. The coefficients are optimized by using an SCA
to provide an optimal ANN coordinator.

V. CASE STUDY

A two-area power system is used to investigate the case
studies. Each area contains three generating units, includ-
ing reheat steam, hydro, and gas turbines, together with
aggregated IACs. In each area, each type of generator is
represented by a single equivalent model with its own unique
inertia constant and speed regulation parameters. The details
about their models and parameters are given in [1] and
[30]. The base power of the system is 1000 MVA with a
rated installed capacity of 2000 MW supplying 1760 MW
of nominal load. The thermal power plants’ output power
is constrained by governor dead-bands with a GRC of 10%
per minute (0.0017 p.u. MW/s) for dropping and rising rates.
The hydro power units are restricted by GRCs of 360%
per minute (0.06 p.u. MW/s) for dropping and 270% per
minute (0.045 p.u. MW/s) for rising. Two IAC aggregators
are supposed to be involved in the respective areas, each of
which includes 30, 000 IACs. The parameters of the thermal
and electrical model of IACs are given in Appendix. Fig. 4
illustrates the generalized LFC model for the IAC aggregator
in the area i . A participation coefficient of 0.15 is considered
for the IACs. The power limits of aggregators are set between
[−0.01, 0.01] p.u. The upper and lower limits of the dead
zone for AC E I AC are supposed to be ±0.002 p.u. The
proposed MPC design utilizes a prediction horizon and control
horizon of 20 and 2, respectively, with a sampling interval of
0.1 seconds. The optimal weighting coefficients of the MPC
are obtained as QM PC = 0.8015 and RM PC = 1.3622.

The suggested LFC system is evaluated using the OPAL-RT
real-time (RT) simulator. The power grid model created in
MATLAB/SIMULINK is compiled with RT-LAB software to

Fig. 5. Real time experimental setup.

translate the model to C language for the RT simulation.
To verify the presented scheme in real-time, the compiled
model from the RT-LAB is loaded into the OPAL-RT. Fig. 5
shows the real-time experimental setup. A fixed-step solver
with a sample time of 10 µs is used in RT-LAB configuration
parameters. This entails running the test system model, the
applied controllers, and the ANN coordinator.

A. Efficacy of the Proposed IAC Aggregation Control
To evaluate the proposed controller’s dynamic performance,

a 0.02 p.u. load increase is applied in area 1 and in area
2 at t = 2 s. Three different scenarios are investigated:
A simple MPC, an MPC with feedback correction, and no
support. Indeed, no support implies that the IAC aggregators
will not participate in frequency regulation, meaning that
system frequency will be maintained solely by the CGUs.
The deviation in frequency and tie-line powers during the
transient time is shown in Fig. 6. As can be seen, the MPC with
feedback correction results in reduced frequency and tie-line
power deviations compared to the simple MPC controller and
to the scheme with no support. Fig. 7 depicts the regulatory
capacity of the CGUs using the proposed controller. The
figure illustrates that the CGUs adjust their output powers in
response to load fluctuations. The power outputs of the two
IAC aggregators with the MPCFC and MPC are compared
in Fig. 8. As shown, the suggested controller allows the
IAC aggregators to supply the system with greater power.
In other words, the power amplitudes of IAC aggregators
with MPCFC are slightly higher than those with the MPC
controller. The output control signals of the MPC and MPCFC
in both areas are shown in Fig. 9. To assess the proposed
controller’s robustness against uncertainties in system param-
eters, a sensitivity analysis is conducted. The uncertainties
are included in the governor time constant of both steam and
hydro turbines (Ts and Th). The parameters have been adjusted,
increasing from zero to 50 percent from their initial operational
values. Fig. 10 shows the frequency deviation in both areas
as the parameters vary. It indicates that dynamic responses
are minimally influenced, leading to a consistent and robust
performance despite variations in Ts and Ty .

B. Examination of Time Delay on Regulation Performance

In this subsection, the impact of aggregator response delay
on the regulation performance is investigated. The aggregators
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Fig. 6. Case A: frequency deviation of (a) area 1 (b) area 2; (c) tie-line
power deviation.

Fig. 7. Case A: power output of CGU units in (a) area 1 (b) area 2.

are assumed to receive the command signals with identical
delays. The analysis is carried out for a step load increase
of 0.02 p.u applied to load in area 1. The dynamic responses
achieved by the MPCFC controller for various time delays are
shown in Fig. 11. As can be seen, an increased time delay gives
rise to increased frequency deviations and tie-line powers. This
is due to the fact that the system lacks the power response

Fig. 8. Case A: power output of IAC aggregators in (a) area 1 (b) area 2.

Fig. 9. Case A: output control signals of MPC and MPCFC.

Fig. 10. Case A: frequency deviation of (a) area 1 (b) area 2 during ± 50%
variations in Ts and Th .

of IACs due to the communication delay. Also, a delay-
dependent robust stability criterion is employed to determine
the maximum allowable time delay that ensures the LFC
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Fig. 11. Case B: frequency deviation of (a) area 1 (b) area 2; (c) tie-line
power deviation.

system, integrated with the proposed control strategy, remains
stable. The details about this stability criterion can be found
in [31]. According to Theorem 1 given in [31], in Fig. 11, the
allowable delay limit for system stability is determined to be
0.694 s for both IAC aggregators. In Fig.11, the frequency
changes in both areas are presented for two specific time
delays, both preceding and exceeding the delay boundary.
Clearly, there is an instability in frequency fluctuation at 0.7 s,
as this duration exceeds the established delay threshold.

C. Effectiveness of ANN Coordinator on
Regulation Performance

An ANN coordinator is included in the closed-loop system
to handle the significant frequency fluctuations brought on by
transmission delays. The obtained scale coefficients for the
ANN coordinator are obtained equal to 0.02 and 0.1 for the
corresponding proportional and integral gains, respectively.
The load in area 2 is expected to increase by 0.03p.u. at t = 2s.
For the rest of the simulations, the communication delay is
assumed to be 0.3 s. The frequency responses and tie-line
power deviations are shown in Fig. 12 for the proposed
MPCFC controller with the described ANN coordination,
the proposed controller without a coordination scheme, and
the MPC controller. The obtained results show that the pro-
posed ANN-based coordinator scheme contributes efficiently
to further reductions in the frequency and tie-line power

Fig. 12. Case C: frequency deviation of (a) area 1 (b) area 2; (c) tie-line
power deviation.

overshoots compared to the schemes without coordination,
thus resulting in superior performance, in particular in case of
longer communication delays. Also, as observed, the MPC &
proposed coordinator yields better frequency performance
than the MPCFC without the proposed coordinator. This
is primarily because the proposed coordinator provides the
fine-tuning of the CGU units’ secondary controller, which has
a significant share in correcting generation and consumption
mismatches in the system. However, it’s worth noting that
the MPCFC & proposed coordinator demonstrates superior
frequency performance than the MPC & proposed coordinator.

D. Dynamic Response With Load Change and Wind Energy

With the same total number of IACs integrated into the
grid, it is considered that a wind farm is connected to
area 1. Fig. 13 shows a complex disturbance caused by the
random output power of wind farm in conjunction with a
load increase applied at t = 25 s to the load value in area
1. Under the described complex disturbance, the changes in
frequencies and tie-line powers are plotted in Fig. 14 with
a communication delay of 0.2 s. As can be seen, as with
the other case studies, the dynamic responses exhibit lower
oscillations with the MPCFC with the proposed supervisory
control in comparison to the conventional MPC and to the
scheme with no support. Additionally, the results demonstrate
how well the suggested ANN-based coordination strategy
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Fig. 13. Case D: Complex disturbances from load change and wind energy.

Fig. 14. Case D: frequency deviation of (a) area 1 (b) area 2; (c) tie-line
power deviation.

works in reducing the frequency and tie-line power oscillations
when there exist fluctuations in wind farm power and also
time delay. The generated gains by the ANN coordinator are
presented in Fig. 15 in response to the complex disturbance.
The figure indicates that the ANN coordinator regulates the
control parameters of CGUs in such a way that the least
fluctuations are achieved in the frequency and tie-line powers.

E. Comparing With Model-Based Control Techniques

Here, a comparison study is conducted to investigate the
performance of the proposed controller in a more critical
situation. For this end, the controller’s performance is com-
pared to a linear quadratic regulator (LQR) and a fuzzy-PI
controller. It’s vital to note that the decision to choose these
methods for comparison is established in their categoriza-
tion as model-based control algorithms, similar to MPC and
MPCFC. The uncertainty in the model is accounted for in the

Fig. 15. Case D: The generated gains for CGUs controller by ANN.

Fig. 16. Case E: Comparison between the proposed controller, MPC, LQR
control, and fuzzy-PI control.

power flow across the tie-line between area 1 and area 2. This
uncertainty is represented by a uniform disturbance, ranging
between 2% above and below the actual value. A 0.03 p.u.
load increase is applied in both areas. The frequency deviation
in both areas is shown in Fig. 16. As observed, the proposed
controller demonstrates better performance when compared to
the conventional MPC, fuzzy-PI control, and LQR control. The
efficiency of the fuzzy control is influenced by the fixed fuzzy
rules applied during its design. In the case of LQR control,
as a linear control approach, its performance and convergence
rate are affected by the system’s uncertainties.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a model predictive control (MPC) method
is designed to control the inverter air conditioners (IACs) in
load frequency control. A linear equivalent model of IACs is
developed to be integrated into the proposed control structure.
The MPC of IACs receives the ACE signal as the input
and generates an appropriate signal for IACs to efficiently
contribute to the LFC problem. The proposed MPC strategy
consists of a feedback correction to improve the accuracy of
the predictive ACE signal. To address the issue of time delay
in the power grid model, an ANN supervisory coordinator is
developed. The ANN generates supplementary gains for the
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proportional-integral (PI) controller of the automatic genera-
tion control of conventional generation units. The contribution
of the presented controller is analyzed in the LFC of a
multi-area power system. The superior robustness properties
of the presented MPC with feedback correction structure
are indicated over other controlling approaches to handle
various uncertainty sources like the load uncertainty and the
uncertainty of wind turbine’s power. The performance of the
MPC with and without the ANN is assessed for different time
delays. The time delay analysis indicates that the MPC without
ANN coordinator is weak and even unable (when the time
delay increases) to dampen the frequency and tie-line power
deviations. However, the MPC with the proposed coordinator
successfully maintains the performance throughout a broad
range of time delays in the IAC aggregators’ response. One
direction for future research is to explore intelligent methods
for real-time adjustment tuning of weighting factors in the
MPCFC. This makes the control system more resilient and
adaptable to various uncertainties arising from loading and
operating conditions changes.

APPENDIX

TABLE I
THE PARAMETERS OF THE THERMAL AND ELECTRIC MODEL OF IACS
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